
HGF/YGF R410A

Indoor Unit Outdoor Unit

9K/12K/18K/22K Indoor Unit

9K/12K  Outdoor Unit 18/22K  Outdoor Unit

AWSI-HGF009-N11(Airwell) AWSU-YGF009-H11(Airwell)

AWSI-HGF012-N11(Airwell) AWSU-YGF012-H11(Airwell)

AWSI-HGF018-N11(Airwell) AWSU-YGF018-H11(Airwell)
AWSI-HGF022-N11(Airwell) AWSU-YGF022-H11(Airwell)

ELSI-JGF009-N11(Electra) ELAU-VGF009-H11(Electra)

ELSI-JGF012-N11(Electra) ELAU-VGF012-H11(Electra)

ELSI-JGF018-N11(Electra) ELAU-VGF018-H11(Electra)

ELAU-VGF022-H11(Electra)ELSI-JGF022-N11(Electra)

JOSI-FGH009-N11(Johnson) JOAU-FGY009-H11(Johnson)

JOAU-FGY012-H11(Johnson)JOSI-FGH012-N11(Johnson)

JOSI-FGH018-N11(Johnson)
JOSI-FGH022-N11(Johnson)

JOAU-FGY018-H11(Johnson)
JOAU-FGY022-H11(Johnson)

Introduction and Features

SM HFGYGF 1-A.0 GB



   Specifications and Technical Parameters



Parameter data of specifications in the form are subject to change without prior notice. Refer to the 
actual data specified on the nameplate of the unit. 

�9.52 (3/8”)
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actual data specified on the nameplate of the unit.  
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Remote Controller Function Manual and Operating Instructions

Remote Controller Function Manual

1 Temperature Parameters

2 Busic Functions of System

Indoor preset temperature (T

 

Indoor ambient temperature (Tamb.) 

Once energized,the compressor should in no way be restarted unless after at least 3-minute time interval.In case of having memory 

function, for the first energization, the compressor will be started without 3-minute lag if being under the condition of power-off,and

 the compressor will have 3-minute delay to be started under the condition of power-on.Once started, the compressor will not be 

stopped within 6 minutes with the changes of room temperature.

(1) Cooling Mode

Cooling Condition and Process
When Tamb. Tpreset+1 , the unit will run under cooling mode, in which case the compressor and outdoor fan will be 

started, and the indoor fan will run at preset speed.
When Tamb.     Tpreset -1 , the compressor and the outdoor fan will be stopped, in which case the indoor fan will run at preset 
 speed.

When Tpreset -1 <Tamb.< Tpreset +1 , the unit will maintain its original operating status.
Under this mode, the switchover valve will be de-energized and the temperature can be set from The display

         shows the signal of running,cooling  as well as the preset temperature.

Tpreset

Tpreset

Start cooling

Original operating status

Stop cooling
min min min

Compressor

Outdoor fan

Indoor fan Preset speed

Run Stop
Protection function
Antifreeze Protection
If it is detected that the system is under antifreeze protection, the compressor will be stopped, and the indoor fan will run at preset
speed. When antifreeze protection is released,  the compressor has stopped for 3 minutes, and the unit will resume its original 
operating status.

During antifreeze protection

Compressor

Outdoor fan

Indoor fan

min

Preset speed

Run Stop



Overload protection
When the system's current is inspected to be more than 22A for continuous 3 seconds, the main unit will enter the status as such

that only the fan is running. After 3 minutes, if the fault is eliminated, the complete unit will resume its original operating status. 
In case of continuously having over-current protection for 6 times (for example: if the compressor is in operation for more than 6 
 minutes continuously, the protection frequency will be subject to zero clearing), the complete unit will stop and the main unit enter 

 the status as such that only the fan is running. At this time, it is required to close the unit  by remote control  and then the unit can 

 normally be started. The digital tube displays the fault code "E5", and the operating indicator light will flash(go out for 3S, and 

 flash for 5 times).

(2) Dehumidifying Mode

 
Working Conditions and Process of Dehumidifing 

When T amb.> Tpreset +2 , the unit will run under dehumidifying and cooling mode, in which case the compressor, the outdoor fan
will be in operation and the indoor fan will run at preset speed. 

When Tpreset -2 �T amb.�Tpreset +2 , the unit will run under dehumidifying mode, in which case the indoor fan will run at low 
speed, the compressor and the outdoor fan will be stopped after 6 minutes and then restarted after 4 minutes, dehumidifying 
process is repeated in cycle. 
When T amb.< Tpreset -2 , the compressor and outdoor fan will be stopped and the indoor fan will run at low speed. 

Under this mode, the switchover valve will be de-energized and the temperature can be set from 16 to 30 . The display shows 

the signal of running ,cooling and the preset temperature.

 

Protection Function
Antifreeze Protection

Under the dehumidification cooling mode, when antifreeze protection of the system is to be inspected, the compressor and 

outdoor fan will stop running, and the indoor fan will be in operation at low speed. When the antifreeze protection is relieved and 

the compressor has stopped for 3 minutes, the complete unit will resume its original status. After satisfying operation for 6 minutes 

and stop for 4 minutes, when antifreeze protection of the system is to be inspected, the compressor and outdoor fan  will stop 

running, and the indoor fan will be in operation at  low speed. When the antifreeze protection is relieved and the compressor has 

stopped for 4 minutes, the complete unit will resume its original status.

Other Protections
Other protections are same as the protection functions under the refrigeration mode.

(3)Heating Mode(The single cooling machine has no heating mode)
Heating Conditions and Process 

 When T amb.�Tpreset +2 , the unit will run under heating mode, in which case the switchover valve, compressor 
and outdoor fan will be simultaneously started, and the indoor fan will be started to run at low speed after 2 minutes at most. 

 If Tamb.�Tpreset +4  , the compror and the outdoor fan will be stopped, the switchover valve will remain energized and 
the indoor fan will be stopped after blowing at low speed for 60 seconds. 
When Tpreset+2 < Tamb.< Tpreset+4   ,the unit will maintain its former status.  
Under this mode, the swtitemperature can be set within a range from 16 to 30 . 

 
The display         shows the signal    gnilooc,gninnur fo

as well as the preset temperature.
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Defrosting Conditions and Process
Intelligent defrosting is adopted, and it can conduct defrosting automatically according to the frosting condition. Double 8 
displays H1.

Protection Function
High Temp. Protetion
If it is detected that the evaporator tube temperature is too high, the outdoor fan wll be stopped. When the 

evaporator tube resumes to normal, the outdoor fan will be restarted.

Noise Silencing Protection 
If the unit is stopped by pressing ON/OFF , the switchover valve will be stopped after 2-minute lag; or 2 minutes will  be delayed 

    upon mode switching.  

Overload Protection
The overload protection is same as the overload protection under the cooling mode (while the indoor fan is running based on 
afterheat blowing).

(4) Fan Mode
Under such mode, the indoor fan is running at the preset speed, and the compressor, outdoor fan and switchover valve all 

      stop operating. 
      Under such mode, the temperature can be set from 16-30 . The display equipment will show the operation signal and the 
      preset temperature. 

(5) Auto Mode
Under this mode, the system will automatically select the running mode (cooling, heating and air flow) depending 
on the ambient temperature.The display will show the operation signal, the actual operation mode signal and the preset 
temperature. There are 30s delay protection for mode conversion. The protection function is same as the protection function 
under each mode. 

3 Other Control
(1) Timing Function

The main board is equipped with common timing function and moment timing function at the same time, and the timing function 
               can be selected by providing remote controllers of different function. 

Common timming  
Timed on: It is available to set the timed start function under the shutdown condition. After reaching the preset start time, the
controller will operate according to the original set mode. The timing interval is 0.5h, and the set range is 0.5-24h.

Timed off : It is available to set the timed stop function under the start-up condition. After reaching the preset time, the 

                 system will close. The timing interval is 0.5h, and the set range is 0.5-24h. 
Moment timming
Timed on: If the system is subject to the preset time of start under the operation condition, it will continuously operate.

                               

If the system is subject to the preset time of start under the shutdown condition, after reaching the preset time of start, the 
will start operating according to the preset mode. 

Timed off :If the system is subject to the preset time of stop under the shutdown condition, when setting the timed stop, the 
system wil matain holding state. If the system is subject to the preset time of stop under the start-up condition, after reaching the 
preset time of stop, the system will stop running. 

�



Timed changing:
When the system is under the timing condition, it is available to set start and stop by controlling the on/off key in t
controller and also it is available to reset the timing time, and the system will operate according to the latest set condition. 
When the system is under the operation condition, if it is required to set the timed start and timed stop at the same time, the system 

When the system is under the shutdown condition, if it is required to set the timed start and timed stop at the same time, the system 

Afterwards, in each day, when reaching the preset time of start, the system will start operating according to the preset mode, 
and when reaching the preset time of stop, it will stop operating. When the timed stop and the timed start are set to be at the same

(2) Auto Keying
When pressing such key once, the system will start operating based on the automation mode, the indoor fan will operate according 
to the automatic wind gear, and the swing motor will operate when the indoor fan is under operation. The system will stop when 
pressing such key again. 
(3)Buzzer
The buzzer will send out warning tone when the controller is powered on and subject to key pressing and receive the signal from the 
remote controller. 

(4)Sleep Function
nder cooling or dehumidifying mode, the preset temperature will automatically rise by 1 one hour after setting of sleep function 

from remote controller and rise by another 2 after 2 hours.totaling 2  are increased within two hours. Then it will continuously 
operate according to such set temperature.

               
Set temperature Tpreset

1 hour  
  

2 hour
         

Over 2 hours
 

���

Under heating mode, the preset temperature wi

l

 automatically decrease by 1 one hour after setting of sleep

 

function from remote controller and decrease by another 1 after 2 hours.  are increased within two hours. 
Then it will continuously operate according to such set temperature. (no such condition for the single cooling unit)

Tpreset

                   

    

Set temperature
 

Tpreset

2 hour hou hour

(5) Turbo Function
It is available to set the turbo function under the heating and cooling modes.

(6) Drying Function
It is available to set the drying function under the heating and cooling modes.
(7) Automatic Control of Fan Speed
Under this mode, the air conditioner can automatically select the speed of indoor fan (high, medium or low) with the change of 

                           ambient temperature.
(8)Swing Motor Control
After being powered on, the swing motor firstly makes the wind board rotated to position 0 anticlockwise, and the air exit 

After starting, if the swing function has not been set ,under the heating condition, the up-down wind blade will be rotated to D position 
clockwise. Under other conditions, the up-down wind blade will be rotated to horizontal L position. 
When setting the windshield function at the time of starting, the wind blade will swing between W and D. The wind blade has 
seven kinds of swing conditions: position L, position A, position B, position C, position D, swinging between position L and D, and 
stopping in any position from L and D (the included angle of L-D is equiangular) 
The wind board is closed at the position 0 at the time of shutdown. The swing
is set and the indoo
Note: When the remote control is set to be in the position L to D, the position A to C, and the position B to D, the wind board will 
swing between the position of W and D. 



(0 degree)

(9) Display

Operation picture and mode picture display
After being powered on, all the display pictures will be displayed once. The operation indicator picture is red during the holding state. 
When starting the machine by remote control, the operation indicator picture will be on, and at the same time, the picture of present set 
operation mode will be displayed ( the mode indicator shows cooling, heating, and dehumidification). All the displays will be closed 
if the lighting key is closed.

Double 8 display

If the air conditioning is subject to the first power-on start, the nixie tube will display the present set temperature on default (the set 
temperature range is 16-30¡æ). When receiving the signal to display the set temperature signal, the nixie tube will display the set 
temperature. When receiving the signal to display the environmental temperature signal, the nixie tube will display the indoor 
environmental temperature at present. In case of other conditions to be set by remote control, the display will maintain unchanged. 
During displaying the environmental temperature, the remote control receives the effective remote control signal and then it will display 
the set temperature for 5s and then restore to the environmental temperature display. The environmental temperature thermo-bulb has 

e fault display "F1", the indoor tube temperature thermo-bulb has the fault display "F2", and the jumper cap has the fault protection 
display "C5".

(10) PG motor locked-rotor protection
When starting the fan, if the motor has a relatively low operation rotating speed during a period, in order to prevent the motor from
automatic protection, it is required to stop operating and display the locker-rotor. If being under the start-up condition, the double 8 
nixie tube will display the locked-rotor fault code H6. If being under the shutdown condition, the locker-rotor fault information will not 
be displayed.

(11) Power-fail memory protection 
Memory content: mode, up-down purging, lighting, set temperature, and set  speed. After having power failure, it can 
automatically start operating according to the memory content after being powered on again. If no timing function is set in the final 
remote control order, the system will memorize the latest remote control order and then operate based on the manner set during the 
latest time. There is common timing function included in the latest remote control order. If the system has power failure when the timed 
time is still not reached, the system will memorize the timing function in the latest remote control order after being powered on again, 
and the timing time will be calculated from the power-on time again. If there is timing function in the latest remote control order, when 
the timed time is reached and there is power-failure after the system conduct the action of the set timed start or timed stop, then after
powered on again, the system will memorize the operating condition before power failure and will not implement the timing action, and 

  also the moment timing will not be memorized.



Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Indoor Unit
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Shielding Box

Fornt   Case



Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Outdoor Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Indoor Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of  Out door Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Indoor Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Outdoor Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Indoor Unit
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Assembly Drawing and List of Components and Parts of Outdoor Unit
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Trouble-Shooting

Replace controller 

Correctly connect lines according to
electrical diagram 

Adjust the set temperatureSet temperature is not appropriate 

Wrong line connection 

Controller failure (IC2003 is damaged,
electrical leakage of parallel capacitor
of relay coil, relay is damaged, etc)When in cooling

mode, both
outdoor unit and
compressor do
not operate. 

Power voltage is too low 
Check power voltage. If the voltage is 10% than rated
voltage, check the cause, and improve the power
supply conditions such as adding regulated power
supply. 

First press AUTO key of manual 
switch (or move the switch to the Auto 
position). If there is no action check 
according to the above method; if the 
operation is normal, recheck to see if 
the mounting position of receiving head 
and the line connections are correct; if 
they are correct, replace receiving head 
or remote controller. 

Replace battery 

Receiving head is damaged

Receiving head is loose or plug
connection is poor 

Remote controller failure

Batteries of remote controller are
running out of power 

Controller is damaged Replace controller 

Connection line of transformer is
loose or suffers from poor plugging,
or there is transformer failure 

Secure line connections; measure
output voltage of transformer and
replace transformer if it is
incorrect 

Controller fuse burned out Replace controller fuse 

Power plug is not firmly seated or
connection is poor 

Check and secure the plug to
ensure firm contact 

No power supply Check power supply line 

Failure of air-conditioning unit or
component insulation failure, short circuit
or electrical leakage owing to insulation
puncture after heating, measure
insulation resistance or check the
components one by one to find the ones
with failure; failure of circuit breaker
itself, replace it. 

When turning the air-conditioning unit
to the ON status, trip of circuit
breaker occurs several minutes later

When set short-circuiter as ON ,
it trips immediately 

Check insulation resistance for
grounding; Confirm if
air-conditioning unit has electrical
leakage or is short-circuited 

 
Remote controller
does not receive
signal (when unit is
powered on, buzzer
shall sound, unless
buzzer is damaged) 

When air-conditioning
unit is powered on,
there is no action
(when the unit is
plugged in, buzzer
does not sound and
there is no action after
using the remote
controller to start the
unit) 

Trip of circuit
breaker or
burn-out of fuse
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Note: when replacing the controller, the jumper cap of this controller shall be inserted into the new controller, otherwise 
the running indicating light will be turned off for 3 seconds and twinkle 15 times (the indicating light with double 8 
display displays C5 at the same time), and the machine can not be started in a normal manner.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Keep the indoor space as closed as possible, do not use
electrical appliance generating large amount of heat 

Indoor space is not sufficiently closed,
or people enters or leave the room
frequently, or there is heating
equipment operating in the room 

Install proper weather screen; it is suggested to replace
air-conditioner unit with one of higher capacity in case the
best available cooling effect does not satisfy needs 

Outdoor temperature is too high

Outdoor unit shall be installed in a 
place with good ventilation 

Mounting position of outdoor
unit is inappropriate

Replace motorMotor is
damaged 

Replace capacitorCapacitor is
damagedFan speed turns lower

Set fan speed as high or mediumFan speed was set too low

Clean filterBlock in air filter

Wash away dust on surface of heat
exchanger

Block in outdoor heat
exchanger 

Insufficient air 
circulation volume 

The thermal insulation of big pipe and small pipe shall
be separate and sound; joint and bare position of
copper pipe shall also have thermal insulation 

Poor thermal insulation of connecting
pipe between indoor unit and outdoor
unit 

Observe the condensation condition of
evaporator or the reading of high
pressure meter to judge if the system
is blocked; deal with the system
accordingly 

Block in cooling system

Replace capillaryPartial block in capillary

Replace compressor Leakage between internal high
pressure and low pressure
sections of compressor

Check leakage, carry out
vacuum-pumping after repairing
leakage and charge refrigerant
according to requirements 

Leakage of refrigerant or
insufficient refrigerant

Failure of 
refrigerant flow 

Check the forecasted cooling load
Check if the cooling load is
appropriate 

Adjust the set temperatureSet temperature is not
appropriate 
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Swing louver 
does not run 

Controller is damaged (IC2003 is 
damaged, swing relay cannot close 

Firstly check if line connections have fault, if 
no, replace components at failure position

Wrong line connection

Torque of swing motor is insufficient

Compressor is
overheated so
protector is
activated

Replace protectorFailure of protector itself

Replace CompressorCompressor does not operate
smoothly (seized or jammed), air
discharge valve is damaged

Replace capillaryCapillary is blocked so air intake
temperature is too high 

Adjust refrigerant amount Insufficient or too much refrigerant

Use universal meter to check if contacts of
compressor not overheated are conducting;
replace protector in case of non-conducting
conditions

Failure of protector itself

When in the 
cooling mode, 
the outdoor fan 
operates but the 
compressor d
not operate 

oes 

Correctly connect lines according to
electrical diagram

Wrong line connection

It is suggested to equip voltage regulatorVoltage is too low or too high

Replace capacitorOperating capacitor of compressor is
damaged 

Replace CompressorCompressor failure 

When in the
cooling mode,
the compressor
operates but the
outdoor fan does
not operate Replace fan capacitor Outdoor fan capacitor is damaged 

Correctly connect lines according to
electrical diagram 

Wrong line connection

Replace fan motor Outdoor fan motor is damaged

When air supply
mode is selected,
the fan does not
operate 

Replace it with fan capacitor of the same 
model and spec

Open circuit or damage of fan
capacitor 

Correctly connect lines according to
electrical diagram Wrong line connection

Replace fan motor 
The internal overheating protector
frequently breaks as overheating is
caused by abnormity of motor 

Replace fan motor or components with
failure

Indoor fan motor burned out or there is
wire breakage or failure of overheating
protector 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Replace Compressor Abnormal sound from inside compressor 

Adjust fan position Indoor fan bumps cabinet

1. Tighten connection screws 
2. Attach vibration damping gum 

between metal plates 

Metal plates bump together inside
the unit 

Separate bumping pipes Pipes of outdoor unit bump togetherAbnormal sound
and vibration 

Adjust support foot mat of compressor,
tighten loose bolts Vibration of compressor is violent 

Remove foreign articles Foreign articles inside the indoor unit

Adjust fan positionFan of indoor unit touches other
positions

Wrap and bind it again firmly The refrigerant pipe joint is not
wrapped firmly 

Replace drainage pipe Block or breakage of drainage pipe
Water leakage 

 



Locked-rotor protection H6 of PG motor:
Possible reasons:

    and when measuring the winding resistance, note if the temperature of the motor casing is too high causing 

    when motor load is too heavy due to evaporator dirt and fan blade dust, thermal protection occurs frequently
    in operation process. The solutions depend on specific reasons, cleaning whatever should be cleaned and replacing 
    whatever should be replaced.  




